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Abstract The trajectory of the Seine basin water resources is rebuilt from the early
1900s to the 2000s before being projected to the end of the twenty-first century. In
the first part, the long-term hydrological data of the Paris gauging stations are
analysed beginning in 1885, highlighting the effect of anthropogenic water manage-
ment on the Seine River discharge. Then a detailed water budget of the Seine basin is
proposed. It quantifies for the first time the water exchanges between aquifer units
and the effect of water withdrawals on river–aquifer exchanges. Using this model,
the trajectory of the system is evaluated based on a downscaled climate reanalysis of
the twentieth century and a reconstruction of the land use in the early 1900s, as well
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as the choice of a climate projection which favours the model that best reproduces
the low frequency of precipitation. The trajectory is synthesised as average regimes,
revealing a relative stability of the hydrosystem up to the present, and drastic
changes in the discharge regime in the future, especially concerning the decreased
amount of low flow and its increased duration. These expected changes will require
the definition of an adaptation strategy even though they are rather limited in the
Seine basin when compared to other French regions.

Keywords CaWaQS, Climate change, Groundwater, Hydrological distributed
modelling, Land use, Past and future scenarios, Seine basin, Surface water, Water
budget

1 Introduction

As mentioned by Flipo et al. [1] and Billen et al. [2], the Seine hydrosystem is unique
due to the tremendous pressure exerted by the largest metropolis in Europe, Greater
Paris, on water resources and the fact that it contains the largest groundwater
reservoir in Europe, the Paris basin [3]. Today, the total water withdrawal reaches
the enormous amount of 3 Gm3 a�1. Coupled with climate change, this pressure may
hinder the sustainability of this unique hydrosystem.

Since the international effort to quantify the effect of climate change on global
water circulation crystallised around the successive climate model intercomparison
projects [4, 5], the expected effects of climate change on French water resources
have been estimated [6, 7]. To evaluate water resources at the scale of a regional
hydrosystem, it is now acknowledged that regional-scale models calibrated and
validated against observed discharge should be used [8]. Following this effort, a
first regional assessment at the Seine basin scale [9] led to the same conclusion as the
nation-wide assessment [6, 7], meaning that heavier rainfall events are expected
during winter and longer, more intense low-flow events may occur from May to late
October.

Assessments of climate change impacts on regional hydrosystems are not suffi-
ciently mature to be synergistically used with climate change adaptation decision-
making [10, 11] designed to optimise what are called climate services [12]. These
processes involve the full understanding of the regional system trajectory over
decades or centuries. These approaches usually only consider the trajectory from
now to tomorrow. At the Seine basin scale, the PIREN-Seine research programme
promotes the study of trajectories from the past to today until tomorrow. This attempt
to map the hydrosystem trajectory is the goal of this chapter. We believe that
switching the cognitive reference from today to yesterday provides a broader view
of the combined functioning of the anthro-eco-hydrosystem and it makes complete
sense to evaluate climate services and possible adaptation strategies in a “safe
operating space” [13].
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Rebuilding a past trajectory involves the reconstruction of both past climate and
past land use. Data assimilation in global circulation models was proposed in the
1990s and allowed the reanalysis of meteorological data over 40 years [14], which
has led, in the 2010s, to multiple decade-long climate reanalysis [15–17] and also
century-long reanalysis [18, 19]. Bonnet et al. [20] leveraged on those century-long
reanalyses by downscaling them at the Seine basin scale. In the continuity of this
work, a first reconstruction of the past hydrological trajectory of the Seine basin was
proposed by Bonnet [21]. However, the Anthropocene era [22, 23] also introduced
major land use changes over the past century [24–26], which we will account for in
our attempt to rebuild the hydrosystem trajectory since the early 1900s.

This work is the accomplishment of 30 years of hydrogeological studies on the
Seine basin within the PIREN-Seine programme. Starting from local studies at the
river–aquifer interface [27, 28] and the knowledge on deep long-term water circu-
lations in the Paris basin aquifer system [29–32], a first coupled hydrological–
hydrogeological model of the Seine basin was proposed by Gomez et al. [33] and
further enhanced for the simulation of surface–subsurface interactions [34, 35]. This
modelling tool spread in the hydrometeorological community inspiriting global
circulation models [36] and initiating combinations with soil-vegetation-atmo-
sphere-transfer models [9, 37, 38]. It was also used for various combined applica-
tions to study the trajectory of nitrate due to agricultural practices [39–41] as well as
the impact of climate change on water quality [42]. All these studies led to the
distributed process-based hydrological–hydrogeological model CaWaQS [43–45]
that is used in this anniversary chapter on the trajectory of the Seine basin water
resources.

2 Historical Records of the Seine River Discharge in Paris

The Pont d’Austerlitz gauging station offers the longest and most viable mean daily
discharge time series for the Seine River. The first estimates of discharge go back to
1885. At this station, the Seine River drains an area of 43,800 km2, which corre-
sponds to 60% of the total basin. Hence, this data set provides a valuable glimpse
into the large-scale hydrological functioning of a significant part of the basin. It also
bears remarkable traces of the long-term evolution of environmental factors that
influence flow dynamics, whether natural or human-induced. Furthermore, the
Austerlitz discharge data provide the opportunity to analyse the response of the
basin to historical extreme events (floods and droughts).

Overall, the Seine reaches high-flow conditions in mid-February with a multi-
annual average flow rate of 583 m3 s�1 and smoothly arrives at low-flow periods in
August with an average rate of 125 m3 s�1 (Fig. 1a). Yet, the interannual variability
of flow is remarkably high, especially between wet periods where the difference
between the 0.95 and 0.05 quantiles is on the order of 1,000 m3 s�1. This is also
reflected in historical extrema: discharge records range from a minimum 20 m3 s�1

(historical drought of 1921) to over a maximum 2,600 m3 s�1 (historical flood of
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1910) (Fig. 2a). Hence, the discharge rates at Pont d’Austerlitz vary within two
orders of magnitude.

In addition to the strong interannual variability, the Seine is influenced by clear
interdecadal variability (Fig. 1b). Indeed, the long-term average discharge measured
at Pont d’Austerlitz between 1885 and 2018 is 319 m3 s�1, but mean annual flow
rates typically range from 125 m3 s�1 to over 750 m3 s�1. In general, above and
below average years tend to follow each other, and the succession of drier and
wetter decades follows a distinguishable low-frequency pseudo-cyclicity (Fig. 1b).
Such multi-decadal variability stems from known global-scale climatic and oceanic
fluctuations, mainly the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Atlantic Multi-
decadal Variability (AMV) [47–52]. The NAO index is defined by anomalies in the
normalised atmospheric pressure difference between Reykjavik (Iceland) and Lis-
bon (Portugal) [48]. During positive NAO phases, strong anticyclonic conditions

Fig. 1 Seine discharge estimates from water levels at the Pont d’Austerlitz (Paris) gauging station
since 1885. (a) Mean and maximum daily discharge over the hydrological year. The 5th and 95th
quantiles are also displayed. Calculation based on the R package FlowScreen [46]. (b) Mean annual
discharge (black dots and black solid line) and multi-decadal variability (dashed red line) obtained
by summation of the last 3 details out of 14 from the discrete wavelet transform of mean daily
discharge, using an order 4 Symlet mother wavelet
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prevail over the Azores, so that humid air masses are driven towards the north of
Europe, where winters typically become wet and mild [53–55]. Hence, drier condi-
tions over the Seine basin are encountered during negative NAO phases. The
mechanisms driving the AMV are more controversial, since there is evidence for
both natural and anthropogenic controls on its variability. Nevertheless, the role of
Atlantic buoyancy-driven circulation on the AMV is generally recognised as pre-
dominant (see [47] and reference therein). In terms of a temporal signature, the
NAO’s periodicity mainly lies within two bands, 5–7 years and 16–19 years,
whereas the AMV is characterised by timescales varying between 60 and
100 years [21, 47, 52, 56, 57], which makes it more difficult to detect given the
relative shortness of the available records [52, 58]. These global-scale climatic
processes were proven to be largely responsible for the Seine’s observed variability
in mean annual discharge [47, 50, 59, 60].

Fig. 2 Two statistical features of the Seine discharge data recorded at the Pont d’Austerlitz (Paris,
France) gauging station since 1885. (a) Maximum annual discharge. (b) VCN30, defined as the
annual minimum of a 30-day running average of daily mean discharge. The vertical dashed lines
mark the commissioning of reservoir lakes in derivation of the Seine and its main tributaries
upstream from Paris (names of the rivers are shown along with the reservoir volumes in millions
of cubic metres, Mm3)
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Despite the presence of clear interannual and interdecadal variability throughout
the discharge records, the most extreme flood events all occurred before the 1960s.
Only in 1910, 1924, 1945 and 1955 did the maximum flow rates at Pont d’Austerlitz
reach over 2,000 m3 s�1 (Fig. 2a). This is partly due to the creation and commis-
sioning, since the mid-1960s, of large-capacity reservoirs upstream from the highly
urbanised and populated Paris region [1]. The three largest reservoirs were built in
derivation of the Seine in 1966 (220 Mm3 capacity), the Marne in 1974 (360 Mm3)
and the Aube in 1990 (180 Mm3). A smaller reservoir (80 Mm3) was created in 1949,
but since it is located far upstream of the Yonne watershed, its impact on extreme
events observed in Paris is less pronounced than the impact of the others. Until now,
these reservoirs have successfully limited the impact of potentially damaging flood
events by storing up to 840 Mm3 of water. Alternatively, in the summer and during
particularly dry periods, they release water to maintain a minimal target flow rate of
60 m3 s�1 in the Seine through Paris. This human-induced perturbation of the Seine’s
hydrodynamic functioning is noticeable in discharge data in at least two ways. First,
the variance of mean and maximum annual discharges has decreased since the
creation of the reservoirs (Figs. 1b and 2a). This demonstrates the ability to reduce
the impact of climatic extremes on river flow by smoothing the flow signal, that is to
say, by distributing rainfall inputs over time more efficiently than in natural
(undisturbed) conditions. Second, the VCN30 values, the yearly minima of 30-day
running average windows [61], have never dropped below 55 m3 s�1 since the
beginning of the 1960s. The only exception occurred in 1976 during an extreme
drought (VCN30, 40 m3 s�1, Fig. 2b) concomitantly with an extreme dry year
(annual discharge, 120 m3 s�1, Fig. 1b). Furthermore, the VCN30 has only rarely
dropped below 80 m3 s�1 since the beginning of the 1980s (Fig. 2b). This shows that
the reservoirs considerably helped to mitigate the risk of extended low-flow periods,
which may alter the integrity of river ecological habitats, as well as human activities.

The long discharge records at Pont d’Austerlitz hold valuable information on the
overall dynamical response of the Seine hydrosystem to climatic inputs. Like any
other hydrosystem on Earth, the Seine acts as a low-pass filter of effective precip-
itation, meaning that the highest frequencies in the climatic input signal are
transformed by the various flow processes, whereas the lowest frequencies (typi-
cally, the interdecadal fluctuations) are generally transcribed exactly as they are into
the discharge signal. From spectral analysis of effective precipitation and discharge
data, it is possible to obtain a first-order estimate of the mean flow response time of
the three fundamental compartments of a hydrosystem: the surface, the unsaturated
layer and the aquifer [62]. When applied to the Austerlitz data since 1885, we
estimate that the mean response times to climatic events are 1.7 � 0.2 days,
5.0 � 1.3 days and 2.5 � 0.2 years for surface runoff, vadose zone flow and aquifer
flow, respectively. Moreover, from the same analysis, we estimate that 81% (�2) of
the long-term river flow is sustained by groundwater. Unsurprisingly, this prelimi-
nary analysis shows that the Seine is largely dependent on groundwater stocks,
which are very capacitive and transmissive given the sedimentary nature of the
basin. It also shows that the Seine is highly vulnerable to extreme events, especially
floods, given that the response time of the runoff component is short. Nevertheless,
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as reservoir lakes have altered the natural functioning of the basin since the
mid-1970s, the apparent aquifer response time increases to 7.3 � 0.2 years, and
the fraction of groundwater supply to fluvial systems appears to be about 90% when
the spectral analysis of discharge [62] is applied to data between 1974 and 2018. It
makes sense that, somehow, the capacitive component of the system is perceived by
simple interpretation tools to have a higher dampening effect, and a slightly higher
contribution to total fluxes, in the presence of reservoirs. However, it is not possible
to attribute this effect to subsurface property changes at this time scale, as it is
conceptualised by these tools [62]. This demonstrates once more the sensitivity of
river flow dynamics to territory developments, but it also shows the necessity of
adopting more complex theoretical and modelling schemes to precisely understand,
quantify and predict flow paths and processes throughout the basin, which is the
exact purpose of this chapter.

3 Development of the Seine Basin Model

3.1 CaWaQS Model

The functioning of the Seine hydrosystem is nowadays simulated with CaWaQS
(CAtchment WAter Quality Simulator) [43–45, 62, 63]. It is a spatially distributed
model which simulates the water balance and dynamics of water flow in all com-
partments of a hydrosystem based on the blueprint published by de Marsily et al.
[64] and first implemented as the MODCOU model [65–67]. A first attempt of
reprogramming in Fortran90 was achieved with the EauDyssée project [34, 35, 68–
71], which mostly accounted for river stage fluctuations [34, 35, 69]. Following the
extension by Flipo et al. [72] of the nested groundwater flow concept [73] in the
stream–aquifer interface, CaWaQS 2.x was recoded [45] combining multiple C
libraries. Running at a daily time step, calculations of surface, subsurface and
groundwater flows are structured around five main components [45, 68]:

• A surface module, mainly conditioned by land use, climate and parent soil
materials, which calculates the surface water balance via a conceptual reservoir-
based approach [74, 75] using rainfall and potential evapotranspiration (PET)
data to estimate actual evapotranspiration (AET), runoff and infiltration fluxes on
each surface layer cell.

• An unsaturated module, which transfers water infiltration from the subsurface to
the water table using a set of reservoirs so that the infiltration is diffused in time to
form the aquifer recharge [76, 77].

• A saturated module that solves the pseudo 3D-diffusivity equation [78] in a
multilayer aquifer system with a finite volume numerical scheme that uses
water recharge as well as water withdrawals as forcings.

• A conductance model that represents surface–subsurface water exchanges
[72, 79, 80].
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• A hydraulic module that routes in-stream water flows using a Muskingum scheme
[81, 82], from which water levels are derived using rating curves [34] or a
manning approximation of a steady state [35, 69]. Computed discharges in each
river cell of the hydrographic network result from both stream–aquifer fluxes and
contributions from subsurface runoff.

3.2 Implementation of the Seine Basin Model

The surface layer of the model [45] covers an area of 81,200 km2 including the entire
76,300-km2 Seine basin. The grid is divided into elementary watersheds of an
average area of 11 km2, on which the surface water balance is calculated. The
river network implemented in the model is directly provided by the Carthage
national database1. In this application, both discharges and stream–aquifer exchange
calculations are restricted to the main river network (Fig. 6) describing 4,520 km of
rivers from Strahler orders 3–8 [83] at the mouth of the Seine River. While the first
implementation of the model described three aquifer units [33, 39], the aquifer
system was refined up to six aquifer units by Pryet et al. [35]. The current version,
developed by Labarthe [45], discretises the multilayered structure in seven aquifer
units, including alluvial plains, using a progressive multi-scale grid of nested square
meshes, with cells varying from 200 m to 3,200 m in size. The seven aquifer units
can be regrouped, from the oldest to the most recent, in three main ensembles [1]:

• A Cretaceous chalk aquifer that has by far the largest impluvium
• A five-layer Tertiary complex ensemble, located in the centre of the basin,

covering aquifer units mainly made of limestones and sands, dating from
Palaeocene to Miocene

• Quaternary alluvial deposits surrounding the basin’s main rivers

Jurassic aquifers, which outcrop at the eastern border of the basin, are not
represented as explicit aquifer layers and are treated by a subsurface procedure
using a simplified reservoir model in order to route infiltration fluxes towards the
hydraulic network.

4 Current State of the Seine Hydrosystem

A 17-year periodicity associated with the NAO was previously identified [50] on
observed climatic and stream discharge data over the Seine basin. Both groundwater
and river water storage have also been proved to be stationary over a 17-year period

1http://www.sandre.eaufrance.fr.
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[68]. All further results are therefore averaged over the 1993–2010 period to ensure
their significance [84].

The model uses daily rainfall and PET provided by SAFRAN [85, 86], a
mesoscale atmospheric analysis system for surface variables, producing data at a
daily time step on an 8 � 8-km grid. SAFRAN uses the Météo-France observation
network and data from a number of well-instrumented stations. The anthropogenic
pressure on water resources is taken into account by means of water withdrawals in
each aquifer unit. The yearly amount of each uptake is provided by the Seine-
Normandie Water Agency.

4.1 General Two-Step Calibration Strategy of Hydrosystem
Models

Flipo et al. [68] proposed a stepwise calibration procedure for hydrosystem models.
This method is further developed here in the form of an innovative two-step
calibration methodology (Fig. 3) applied to the Seine basin [45]. The first step
consists in the calibration of surface parameters with a process-based multi-objective
function, which accounts for cumulative total river discharge and runoff dynamics.
The estimation of the runoff dynamics is based on a proper hydrograph separation.
Further details on the first step are given below. In the second step, subsurface

Fig. 3 Innovative two-step calibration procedure of the Seine basin with the CaWaQS model. The
outcome of each step is an optimal parameter set (bold case)
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parameters are calibrated given the infiltration rate calculated at the end of the first
step. For this step, a classical trial-and-error method is used [35]. The conductance
coefficient is automatically calibrated [35] using the horizontal permeability of the
aquifer near the river to calculate the conductance at each river cell [79].

The first step is crucial in our approach, since the second step is conditional to the
aquifer recharge estimated by the first step. Hydrosystem internal water fluxes
estimated by surface–subsurface-coupled models are highly sensitive to recharge
estimation [87], and subsurface parameters are highly sensitive to baseflow estimates
[88, 89], which are correlated with aquifer recharge [90, 91]. Taking into account
these crucial considerations, the core idea of our method is to add a baseflow
estimate to the classical measurements (total river discharge and groundwater levels)
that compose the multi-objective function to be minimised. Baseflow estimations
were calculated directly from observed discharge time series, distributed in 30 gaug-
ing stations across the Seine basin [45], with the one parameter recursive digital filter
first proposed by Lyne and Hollick [92] and later improved by Chapman
[93]. Hydrograph separation is based on the estimation of the recession parameter,
which is achieved by fitting the slope of logQ(t) after rainfall events [94].

River discharges are simulated properly by the CaWaQS model over
1993–2010 at various stations of the basin (Table 3). For instance, the Nash
Efficiency [95] at the Paris Austerlitz station reaches 0.9 [45].

4.2 Average Water Budget 1993–2010

The basin is submitted to an average annual precipitation rate of 812 mm a�1 and
exhibits a large spatial variability according to both distance from the ocean and
elevation, ranging from 595 to 1,370 mm a�1 (Fig. 4a).

The infiltration rate amounts to 111 mm a�1 over the whole basin, corresponding
to 56% of the effective rainfall (Fig. 5). In coherence with the spatial distribution of
rainfall, a centripetal gradient is observed, ranging from 181 mm a�1 on the eastern
Jurassic border to 82 mm a�1 over the central part of the basin, where an aquifer
system is explicitly simulated (Fig. 4c). Groundwater withdrawals account for 14%
of the total aquifer system recharge, of which 21% is provided by infiltration from
rivers (Fig. 5).

Within the multilayer aquifer system, a dominant downward vertical flux from the
subsurface to the deep chalk aquifer is simulated, 44% of which is redistributed to
the alluvial deposits in the outer portions of the basin (Fig. 5). Supply from aquifers
to rivers appears to be the dominant flow direction along the modelled stream–

aquifer interface (Fig. 6); an exfiltration rate of 140 m3 s�1 from aquifers supplies the
river network, while 47 m3 s�1 infiltrates the other way around (Fig. 5). On average
the river network drains 10 L�1 s�1 km�1 from the aquifer system [35, 45].

The proportion of the river network that is in a gaining configuration reaches 82%
and would rise to 97% if all water withdrawals in the aquifer system were stopped.
The surface–subsurface functioning is thus significantly altered by the
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anthropogenic pressure on the groundwater resources, which in turn modifies the
biogeochemical functioning of the interface and greenhouse gas emissions [96]. The
consequences of such alterations on river ecology are still poorly understood and are
the focus of ongoing research [97, 98]. Heavy pumping removes 10 m3 s�1 from
alluvial plains connected to the downstream part of the river network (Strahler orders
>3). Half of it is taken up from the alluvial aquifers, and the other half is taken
directly from rivers through the natural upward motion of the water from the aquifer
to the river [35].

At the river–aquifer interface, water is exchanged upward and downward. The
absolute summation of these two is called “gross flux”, while the difference is called
“net flux”. At the Seine basin scale, the gross flux is 50% larger than the net flux.
During dry years, those proportions remain unchanged, while they increase by 50%
during wet years [35].

As conceptualised by Flipo et al. [72], most of the water exchanges along the
main river network take place in the stream–aquifer interface represented at this scale

Fig. 4 Averaged spatial distributions over the 1993–2010 period of (a) SAFRAN annual rainfall
and simulated, (b) annual AET, (c) annual infiltration, (d) annual runoff. Units in mm a�1
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by the alluvial plains. Overflows as well as direct exchanges at the stream–aquifer
interface from aquifers contribute 55% of the river network discharge at the basin
outlet (Fig. 5).

5 A Two-Century-Long Trajectory of the Seine Basin

The model provides the opportunity to characterise modifications in behaviour of the
Seine hydrosystem under different scenarios combining preselected constraints on
climate, land use and anthropogenic pressure data. It is therefore possible to recon-
struct the trajectory of the system from the early 1900s to the end of the current
century. Two scenarios are proposed to re-evaluate water fluxes: (1) a simulation
associated with the first part of the twentieth century (1917–1934), which integrates
past daily climate data as well as modifications in the surface distribution of land use,
and (2) a second one (2083–2100) using climate data derived from a general
circulation model (GCM) forced by the high emission scenario RCP8.5 [5] to
evaluate the response of the Seine system in a context of climate change. Radiative
forcings in RCP8.5 increase throughout the twenty-first century before reaching a
level of 8.5 W m�2 at the end of the century. Modifications in groundwater
withdrawal rates are also implemented. For the sake of clarity, results from both

Fig. 6 Spatial distribution of stream–aquifer exchanges averaged over the 1993–2010 period. The
main gauging stations of the basin are also displayed
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simulations will be referred to as “1900s” and “2100s” in the remainder of the paper.
Results from the SAFRAN reference simulation will be referred to as “2000s” or
“reference situation”.

5.1 Estimating Land Cover Changes

The land cover and soil texture define the hydrological response unit on which the
water balance is calculated. A crucial step for the simulation of scenarios is therefore
to estimate the changes in the land cover for the three main types of land use: urban
areas, agricultural lands and forested lands (Table 1).

At the scale of all 24 administrative districts of the basin, 1901 and 2009
population census data provided by the National Institute of Statistics and Economic
Studies (INSEE2) have allowed evaluating urban areas for the 1900s scenario, using
equation (1), which relates the surface of artificialised area Sa (in hectares
for 103 inhabitants) and the population density p (in inhabitants/km2) [99]:

Sa ¼ 1; 475 p�0:6, ð1Þ

In the case of the 2100s run, a similar method was implemented using results from
the Explore 2070 project [100], which provides projection data on how the popula-
tion is expected to evolve by the year 2070. This was considered steady until the
year 2100.

Regarding forested areas, data between 1950 and 2010, also provided at the
administrative district scale, were extracted from the annual agricultural statistics

Table 1 Key figures on
distributions of land cover and
withdrawal types in
groundwater as well as
population rates at the scale of
the Seine basin for the 2000s
simulation. Other values
identify respective relative
variations (%) for the 1900s
and 2100s scenarios when
compared to the 2000s
reference

Scenario 1900s 2000s 2100s

Withdrawal types (in Mm3 a�1)

Drinking water �100% 731 �12.9%

Industrial processes �100% 169 �52.6%

Irrigation �100% 96 �2.5%

Total �100% 996 �16.7%

Land use (in % of the surface domain)

Urban areas �3.3% 7.9 +0.1%

Forested lands �2.7% 23.2 0%

Agricultural lands +6.0% 68.9 �0.1%

Demography (in 106 inhabitants)

Population rate �47% 16.7 +26%

2https://www.insee.fr/en/accueil.
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data sets [101] for the 1900s scenario. However, no raw data are available before
1950. Thus, these spatial distributions were considered to be steady over the
1900–1950 period, given its negligible variation during the first half of the twentieth
century [102]. Forested areas were also considered steady in the 2100s scenario
when compared to the present day.

Then, in the 1900s scenario only, land use was refined over the Paris area [1]
using data made available by the Urbanism and Land Use Institute for the Île-de-
France area (IAU3). This additional step tends to integrate, as precisely as possible,
the significant extension of the urban area over time and its consequences on local
water budget calculations. In both cases, forested and urban area adjustments were
made at the expense or benefit of the proportion of agricultural lands over the entire
domain. These modifications were made assuming no significant changes in wet-
lands areas.

5.2 Estimating Anthropogenic Water Uptake

Projections from the Explore 2070 project [100] allowed integrating variation coef-
ficients on present pumping rates in groundwater into the prospective 2100s simu-
lation. These coefficients have been differentiated according to pumping types and
geographical location (data not shown). These projections, which were elaborated in
conjunction with demographic growth hypotheses and population migration pro-
cesses, are based on extension of INSEE forecasts, i.e. the overall population rate of
the basin to over 21 million inhabitants in 2070 (Table 1). Regarding drinking water
withdrawals, forecasts expect a 40% increase in the number of households over the
2006–2070 period along with a decrease in water consumption, which has been
differentiated according to the habitat type (�0.3% per year for buildings, �0.6%
per year for private housing). A slight improvement in supply system efficiency is
also integrated (+0.2% per year). Three main variables are involved in hypotheses on
industrial-related withdrawals: production rate, past observed trends in water savings
and types of cooling circuits. These forecasts are based on a general 4.0% decrease in
water withdrawals per year, partly compensated with an increase in industrial
production. They also emphasise the pursuit of cooling circuit closures along
continuous improvements in water use efficiency of production processes. Finally,
irrigation requirements are calculated according to crop types, integrating plant
water demand, rainfall over agricultural lands as well as water efficiency of irrigation
techniques (gravity-fed or drip irrigation). It remains important to bear in mind that
these projections do not account for any impact of climate change, especially in the
case of seasonal pumpings.

To summarise, the implementation of the Explore 2070 projections resulted in a
decrease of the total volume withdrawn of 16.7% with ranges of variation of �2.5,

3https://en.iau-idf.fr/.
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�12.9 and �52.6% for irrigation, drinking water and industrial processes, respec-
tively (Table 1). Current groundwater total uptake is 996 Mm3 a�1, divided into
73%, 17% and 10% for drinking water, industrial processes and irrigation, respec-
tively. Regarding the 1900s simulation, the assumption is made that most of the
withdrawals were taken from surface water in the early twentieth century. For this
simulation, there are no groundwater withdrawals.

5.3 Climate Scenarios

5.3.1 Reanalysis of the Past

The 1900s scenario climate variables are described using newly materialised recon-
structions over long-term atmospheric reanalysis elaborated by Bonnet [21]. The
reanalysis is based upon the twentieth-century NOAA 20CRv2c reanalysis [18],
which was downscaled [20] following a statistical downscaling strategy [103, 104]
that mobilises the ISBA-MODCOU chain [38, 105]. These data, downscaled at the
SAFRAN grid scale, integrate the use of homogenised observations in the process of
statistical downscaling in order to ensure a correct reproduction of the spatio-
temporal variability of precipitation, temperature and river flows.

5.3.2 Selecting an Appropriate Climate Product for the Projection

Many worldwide climatic reanalysis and prediction products exist. Owing to differ-
ences in model structure, parametrisation and regionalisation, these products generate
dissimilar results for precipitation and potential evapotranspiration, which eventually
lead to distinct hydrological predictions [104, 106–108]. More precisely, while
hydrological parametrisation and regionalisation are of the utmost importance for
the evaluation of hydrological functioning at the seasonal scale, climate modellers
agree on the fact that climate models are the dominant source of uncertainty in future
climate projection [106–108]. To evaluate the impact of climate change on regional
hydrosystems, various approaches are used [109], mostly based on statistical down-
scaling [6, 104, 109] or the use of a regional climate model such as in the EURO-
CORDEX initiative [110]. To analyse the Seine hydrosystem trajectory in the future,
we therefore decided to pay careful attention to the ability of the method to reproduce
the current state of the system, as recommended byRadanovics et al. [111]. Projection
data from four GCMs and one regional climate model from the Fifth Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) [5] were therefore disaggregated at the scale of
SAFRANgrid andmade available for the 1850–2100 period. Data from the following
models were analysed: CanESM2 (Canada), MIROC5 (Japan), BCC-CSM-1-1-m
(China), CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 (Australia) and Aladin-Climat (France).

As shown in Sect. 1.2, the hydrology of the Seine is responsive to long periods of
climatic fluctuations due to large-scale climatic phenomena, such as the NAO.
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Consequently, it is important to establish the presence and consistency of such
fluctuations in the climatic product that is used for hydrological simulations, espe-
cially given that low-frequency fluctuations are difficult to simulate [112]. Therefore,
we applied wavelet transformation techniques to compare the five climatic precip-
itation products to the SAFRAN precipitation reanalysis in four different sectors of
the Seine basin. The four sectors chosen, thought to be representative of different
local hydroclimatic conditions, are Pays de Caux (NW), Beauce (S), Champagne
(NE) and the Morvan plateau (SE). For each sector, we considered the daily
precipitation average over three-by-three grid cells, hence covering a sample area
of 576 km2. Time series of daily precipitation were transformed using a continuous
wavelet transformation with a Morlet mother wavelet, in order to disentangle the
various scales of variability in the signal (Fig. 7). Only the results for the Beauce

Fig. 7 Magnitude scalograms of daily precipitation time series in the Beauce sector of five climatic
model products and for the SAFRAN data, used as the reference. The magnitude is set to a threshold
of 0.5 mm in all scalograms in order to enhance visibility of low-frequency (high-scale) compo-
nents. The MIROC5 model was chosen for hydrological simulation because the structure of its
scalogram is the closest to SAFRAN’s scalogram, especially concerning the 5–7- and 16–19-year
scales. The white dashed line delimits the cone of influence, beyond which estimates of magnitude
cannot be trusted
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sector are displayed; the other sectors did not display any fundamentally different
result. From this analysis, it appears that all climatic models differ significantly from
the SAFRAN reanalysis, which is not surprising given the well-known difficulty of
climatic modelling and downscaling [104]. In particular, the BCC-CSM, CanESM2,
CSIRO-Mk3 and Aladin-Climat models do not bear the appropriate scales of
low-frequency variability. For instance, the low-frequency variability found in
BCC-CSM does not have the same scales as in the SAFRAN reanalysis (i.e. the
5–7- and 16–19-year scales), and the magnitudes associated with the annual cycle
are overestimated. The CSIRO-Mk3 and CanESM2 products fail to show any
significant variability above the 10-year scale, which is inconsistent with observa-
tions [50, 59] (Fig. 7). In contrast, MIROC5 precipitation outputs generally entail the
closest-matching scales of variability, even if a lack of energy can be noted for the
5–7-year scale, which is the case for all models. Therefore, MIROC5 was selected as
input for hydrological forecasts of the 2100s scenario to illustrate the potential
changes in the hydrosystem functioning.

5.4 Water Resources Trajectory from the 1900s to the 2100s

How the Seine basin evolved from the 1900s to the 2100s was evaluated. For each
case evaluated, the variations in fluxes are expressed according to a reference
simulation under the assumption that the bias on climate forcings is stationary
between the simulated and the reference periods. The reference simulations are
either (1) the average state of the system previously simulated (2000s, Fig. 5) for
the 1900s scenario4 or (2) the average simulated state using MIROC5 climate data
over the same period, for the 2100s scenario.

5.4.1 Water Budget and Recharge Modes

Like many other basins across western and northern Europe, the Seine discharge
displays strong seasonality that is mainly driven by the quasi-sinusoidal fluctuation
of the actual evapotranspiration throughout the hydrological year, whereas the
precipitation input is much more stable over time in the reference simulation
(Fig. 8). This growing seasonal gap in rainfall has an impact on the infiltration/
runoff partition rate, which can especially be observed on the 2100s scenario.
Indeed, despite a similar effective rainfall rate when compared to the 2000s simula-
tion (Table 2), a relative variation in runoff of +14.0% is simulated, along with a

4A proper comparison between the 1900s and the 2000s should consider the average hydrosystem
state forced by Bonnet’s meteorological forcings [21] rather than the SAFRAN reanalysis. How-
ever, a visual comparison between the two simulations shows that they are very close (data not
shown). For readability the SAFRAN reanalysis is used in the remainder of the paper.
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decrease of infiltration of �6.0%, which is due to spatio-temporal variations in the
meteorological forcings (Fig. 9). To a lesser extent, a contrary observation could
have been formulated for the 1900s, which is the result of both climate forcings and
land use changes, particularly in the lower extent of the Paris urban area in the 1900s.
In this case, it is not possible to disentangle the two origins based solely on these
simulations.

Although the 2100s scenario is slightly drier in terms of recharge over the Seine
basin (Table 2), recharge variation is not homogeneous spatially (Fig. 10b, d).
Indeed, the lower Eocene and Palaeocene aquifer layers undergo a slight increase
of recharge, +3.0% and +8.7%, respectively. Negative variations are more pro-
nounced further west over the Cenomanian aquifer (�9.5%) and the eastern Jurassic
border (�8.6%).

Fig. 8 Distribution of average monthly (a) rainfall rate (mm) and (b) actual evapotranspiration
rates (mm) over the Seine basin; (c) monthly distribution of mean discharge (m3 s�1) of the Seine
River at the basin outlet (Seine at Vernon); (d) distribution of simulated annual minimum moving
average over a 30-day period at the basin outlet. Blue, 2000s simulation forced with SAFRAN;
green, 1900s simulation forced with Bonnet’s reanalysis [21]; red, 2100s simulation forced with
MIROC5
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5.4.2 Surface Water–Groundwater Exchanges

As no groundwater uptakes were integrated into the 1900s scenario, a comparison
between the 1900s and 2000s simulations clarifies the impact of groundwater
uptakes on stream–aquifer exchanges (Fig. 11), showing juxtaposed locations of
(1) portions of the hydrographic network for which the average stream–aquifer
direction flow switches from an exfiltration mode (i.e. aquifer feeding the river) to
an infiltration mode (i.e. aquifer being fed from the river) and (2) locations of the
current main pumping sites, thus identifying 179 km of rivers where stream-aquifer
exchanges are modified. At the scale of each river cell, additional simulations (not
shown) distinguished the origin of the stream reversal, either climatic (shown in
black in Fig. 11) or directly related to local pumping (in red). A significant pertur-
bation of stream–aquifer relations (Table 2) by proximal pumping sites was thus

Table 2 Characterisation of the impact of the 1900s and 2100s scenarios on the behaviour of the
Seine hydrosystem

Variable 1900s 2000s RV
CGM
ref. 2100s RV

Surface
domain
variables

Rainfall 1,870.5 1,956.3 �4.4 1,817.6 1,850.7 +1.8

PET 1,916.1 2,147.7 �10.8 1,943.1 2,455.9 +26.4

AET 1,408.6 1,475.8 �4.6 1,415.4 1,437.6 +1.6

Effective rainfall 461.9 480.5 �3.9 402.2 413 +2.7

Runoff 178.7 213.7 �16.4 170.8 194.6 +14.0

Infiltration on
whole domain

287 268.5 +6.9 231.6 217.8 �6.0

Infiltration on
non-aquifer areas

144.4 130.3 +10.8 121.3 110.8 �8.7

Aquifer
system

GW recharge 189.1 178.7 +5.8 142.3 135.4 �4.9

GW uptakes 0.00 31.6 – 31.6 26.3 �16.8

SW-GW
exchanges

Infiltration from
SW to GW

39.8 46.8 �15.1 46.9 47.3 +0.9

Overflows from
GW

51.4 38.7 +32.9 27.6 28.1 +1.7

Exfiltration from
GW to SW

160.9 140.2 +14.8 123.5 124.9 +1.1

Contribution from
GW to SW

316.7 262.1 +20.9 225.5 216.9 �4.1

Discharge at outlet 495.6 475.8 +4.2 396.3 411.1 +3.7

Infiltration length� 615.9 794.7 �22.5 935.4 907.3 �3.0

Exfiltration
length�

3,475.3 3,314 +4.9 3,146.9 3,171.3 +0.8

All relative variations (RV) are a % expressed according to their respective reference. Main water
fluxes calculated over 17-year periods in m3 s�1 except where noted � in kilometres. GW ground-
water, SW surface water
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identified since a 158-km proportion is directly linked to groundwater uptakes.
Therefore, at the scale of the Seine basin, simulated conditions in the 1900s resulted
in a significant 20.9% increase of the contribution from the groundwater compart-
ment to the surface waters. On the other hand, in the 2100s scenario, slight variations
only in fluxes from underground to surface waters are simulated when compared to
the MIROC5 reference (Table 2), highlighting the relative stability of the stream–

aquifer exchanges.

5.4.3 Hydrological Regimes

A comparison approach for all three cases on simulated discharge rates was carried
out to identify any significant changes in hydraulic behaviour of the main rivers.
Therefore, an analysis based on the usual characteristic flow rates was conducted on
eight gauging stations located either at the downstream limits of the Seine’s main
tributaries or along the Seine River itself (Table 3). The mean annual flow rates

Fig. 9 Relative variations (RV) of average rainfall (a, c) and AET (b, d) for the 1900s (a, b) and
2100s scenarios (c, d). RVs are calculated with regard to their respective reference (2000s for the
1900s scenario and MIROC5 in the current days for the 2100s scenario)
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(module) all fit around the 2000s values within a range of �10%. This first-order
relative stability of the average discharge has to be weighted, however, by the
temporal distribution of discharges, also called regime, and the analysis of extremes,
especially low-flow values. Two usual flow rates were therefore considered: (1) the
annual minimum flow rate calculated over a consecutive 30-day period (VCN30)
and (2) the mean monthly annual minimum discharge associated with a 5-year return
period (QMNA5).

The evolution of monthly discharges is in line with previous observations on
precipitation dynamics, meaning an evolution towards a winter situation
characterised by an increase of mean discharge rates as opposed to a decrease in
summer (Fig. 8). The hydrological regime of the Seine basin appears stable between
the 1900s and the 2000s, even though (1) natural discharges decrease significantly
during low flow everywhere in the basin (see QMNA5 in Table 3) and (2) the spread
of the low-flow discharge also significantly decreases, meaning more recurrent
low-flow periods (Fig. 8d). In September, one-third of the discharge decrease is

Fig. 10 Relative variations (RV) of average runoff (a, c) and infiltration rates (b, d) for the 1900s
(a, b) and 2100s scenarios (c, d). RVs are calculated with regard to their respective reference (2000s
for the 1900s scenario and MIROC5 in the current days for the 2100s scenario)
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due to pumping, while the remaining is due to the climate itself (Fig. 8c). This trend
may continue and be reinforced in the future. The overall evolution from the 2000s
to the 2100s may indeed lead to more abundant winter precipitation rates while being
significantly reduced in the summer period (Fig. 8c, d). Although, in the case of the
2100s simulation, no change appears to be significant enough to be notable at the

Fig. 11 Modifications of river–aquifer exchanges from the 1900s to the current scenario (2000s)

Table 3 Relative variations (RV, %) calculated on mean monthly annual minimum discharges and
mean annual discharges when compared to respective reference simulations. In the latter case,
values in brackets indicate the associated relative variation of standard deviation σRV

Gauging station Efficiencya
QMNA5 Mean annual discharges

RV1900s RV2100s RV1900s (σRV) RV2100s (σRV)
Yonne (Courlon) 0.81 55.5 �25.2 15.3 (29.3) �2.3 (19.5)

Loing (Episy) 0.57 32.7 �7.2 16.1 (2.5) 3.7 (15.9)

Marne (Gournay) 0.90 18.5 �3.1 4.4 (�10.3) 3.3 (�6.7)

Oise (Pontoise) 0.69 17.0 2.5 �3.5 (�31.1) 12.1 (1.1)

Seine (Bazoches) 0.63 17.3 �1.3 7.5 (2.5) 1.8 (2.9)

Seine (St-Fargeau) 0.78 29.5 �15.7 12.6 (13.6) 0.5 (12.2)

Seine (Paris) 0.87 25.0 �8.6 8.8 (1.0) 2.2 (5.8)

Seine (Vernon) 0.77 22.9 �5.9 5.6 (�11.7) 5.1 (5.8)
aNash efficiency [95] of simulated discharges for the 2000s simulation. Location of gauging stations
is displayed in Fig. 6
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annual scale in terms of water availability (Table 3), low-flow rate analysis clearly
confirms the trend leading to lower discharges in summer (Table 3), with a progres-
sive reduction in VCN30 spread with time, underlying a potential increase in the
frequency of the occurrence of severe low-water discharges (Fig. 8d). This trend is
not new and rather in line with the transformation of the hydrological regime of the
Seine basin since the 1900s (Fig. 8c). These observations are in agreement with
former simulations of the impact of climate change [6, 9]. Climate change will have a
large impact on water resources management in the future, with higher discharges in
winter and lower ones from April to October. The increase of the low-flow period in
the future should also lead to very critical low-flow periods in October, which
emphasises the need for water management adaptation strategies.

6 Conclusion

Like every other river basin in the world, the Seine River basin faces global changes,
either anthropogenic or climatic. The long-term environmental research programme,
PIREN-Seine, allowed us to perform research on the Seine hydrosystem
sustainability.

First, the analysis of long-term discharge data over 130 years at Paris displays the
past trends, meaning long-term control of the discharge by climate and also the
development of large water reservoirs that store 840 Mm3 of water during winter and
its release for sustaining low-flow discharge over 60 m3 s�1 at Paris. The latter has
significantly transformed the hydrological regime of the Seine River by reducing the
variability of monthly discharges since its implementation in the last quarter of the
twentieth century.

In the last few decades, a distributed physically based coupled model of surface
and subsurface flows, CaWaQS, was also developed and progressively refined in
terms of aquifer units and the river network description, as well as processes such as
river–aquifer exchanges. It establishes the first published water budget of the whole
Seine basin hydrosystem over a 17-year NAO oscillation period, including average
exchange fluxes between aquifer layers, as well as between the river network and its
underlying free aquifer units, mostly composed of an alluvial plain for Strahler
orders higher than 3.

Coupled with significant progress in hydrometeorology and climate research, this
model was used to assess the Seine basin hydrological trajectory from the 1900s to the
2100s. It reveals relative stability in the average annual discharges over the entire
basin over time coupled with substantial changes in the hydrological regime since the
1900s, starting one century ago with the decrease of low-flow discharges during low
flow in September and the decrease of its annual variability. This first change led to a
50% decrease of the average August discharge at the basin’s outlet, one-third of it due
to the gradual implementation of groundwater uptakes. The analysis of the climate
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projection under the RCP 8.5 scenario simulated with the MIROC5 model reveals a
strengthening of the tendency, with another 50% reduction of the actual average
August discharge, but a more worrisome increase of the low-flow period, which may
extend until the end of October in the future and start 1 month earlier. This drastic
mutation of the hydrological regime may be manageable considering the projected
significant increase of the January and February discharges but reveals the crucial
need for the elaboration of adaptation strategies for water resources management.

This work is a first analysis based on a careful selection of only one climate
projection that best mimics the low frequency of the rainfall signal. It will need to be
strengthened in the future by a more thorough analysis of more climate projections
with the definition of a pertinent and not redundant ensemble of climate projections.
The more progress made in climate projections, the more sensitive the results will be
to uncertainties due to model errors and especially to processes controlling surface
and subsurface exchanges, i.e. aquifer recharge processes as well as river–aquifer
exchanges. The PIREN-Seine will therefore continue to dedicate a significant part of
its research resources to those key scientific questions.
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